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Care Logistics: Welcome to Who Cares, a 19-minute hospital talk podcast series which showcases 

the people who care passionately about the health and happiness of patients in hospitals. This show 

is sponsored by Care Logistics, a hospital transformation company. Our show focus today is about 

why doctors should think like engineers. And it's my pleasure to introduce our guest, Dr. Muni 

Mitra. Dr. Mitra is a true renaissance woman in health care. She has experience and passion in 

engineering, business administration, literature and, of course, surgical medicine. In this podcast, 

she'll share her unique perspectives about how we can improve care delivery and experience for 

patients, and breakthrough bottlenecks by thinking like engineers. She's also the physician editor for 

the healthcare blog and she's definitely someone who cares. Welcome, Dr. Mitra, to the podcast 

today. 

 

Muni Mitra: Hi, thank you. 

 

CL: Dr. Mitra, welcome again, and we'll jump right into the question. 

 

MM: All right, perfect. 

 

CL: Dr. Mitra, I've heard you say that you're fascinated with medicine and surgery. When did you 

realize that you have that passion and decide to pursue it?  

 

MM: Well, Doug, thank you very much for having me. And to be honest, when I was younger, I 

didn't actually have a specific interest in medicine. And if anything, I probably would have gone 

into law. But I come from an entire family of lawyers. And so mom told me pretty early, she's like, 

"You know what, we got enough of those. You're going into medicine." And at the end of the day, 

I'm very grateful for that choice and I've given her grief about it for years. Now, I will go ahead and 

give her credit as well. 

 

CL: Yeah. 

 

MM: For me, I enjoy the science and I love the science but what I really enjoy is the human 

connection. But there was no question for me once I was in medical school that surgery was gonna 

be the direction I went in. And people think that that's somehow less of a connection with patients 

or with other people, but the truth is, it's actually... It's very intimate. I've been out on the wrong end 

of the knife a couple times in my life, and I have to tell you, you develop a real trust in your 

surgeon. And I wanted to be on the other side of that where I could be the provider. That was my 

interest. 

 

CL: Certainly. And like I said in the introduction, you're a bit of a renaissance woman, have a lot of 

interest, and knowledge, and experience in many areas. And you also have a degree in engineering 

and a love for studying system dynamics. And so let's talk about systems from a patient's 

perspective and a healthcare perspective. So if someone stays in a hospital and has had a negative or 

frustrating experience, they tend to blame the doctors and nurses for either not caring or not being 

competent. And I think you would argue that, more often, poor systems and processes are to blame. 

Tell us what are the breakdowns in communication and handoffs occur during the patient's stay. 

 

MM: Yeah. I think there's a lot of frustration in health care now. You hear doctors and nurses 

grumbling. You hear patients grumbling and there's just a collective sense of, "We feel like it doesn't 

quite work right." And so when you're talking about system dynamics, really we're talking about 
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how something runs. And there's a few components to that. So, the first is how do you manage all of 

these processes? Processes, operations, rules and regulations, managing information. And this is one 

of the areas that Care Logistics, obviously... That's your core area. The second aspect is people. And 

managing people is always its own unique thing. And then the third is the infrastructure, the 

technology, all of the support pieces that contribute to the way everything works. Now, there's 

always a role for the individual doctor or nurse or whomever, always. But it's much smaller than 

you would think that it would be. I can't give you an exact number but let's attribute a 30% 

assessment of how much of a role does an individual play. 

 

MM: So, for example, if you're having surgery, certainly. The skill and the ability of the surgeon 

and how everything goes during the surgery, that's perhaps, a more significant number. But when 

you look at what happens in someone's overall outcome, it has so much to do with what's happening 

before surgery. What's happening immediately around surgery. What is happening in the post-

operative period? And then what is the subsequent follow-up even after you leave? So there's a lot 

of pieces that go into it. When I go to visit my doctor, my experience is, overall, let's say... I'm 

thinking of one particular surgeon that I have, my experience with this individual physician may be 

a five out of five, but the system, overall, is maybe a two and a half or a three. So it becomes very 

much about what are we talking about that we're actually experiencing. And when you're talking 

about things like handoffs and so forth, when you... I'll give an example, Atul Gawande talked about 

Cheesecake Factory and why can't medicine be like The Cheesecake Factory. 

 

MM: I'll give an example of an organization like Amazon. They've had some recent bad press but 

there are some things they do incredibly well. And I consistently have a feeling, after I deal with 

them, "Wow, that worked really well." Somehow things that were supposed to happen happened. 

Good things that I didn't expect to happen happened. Bad things that I didn't want happening didn't 

happen. If we could get to that place in healthcare, I think people would come out and say, "I'm very 

pleased with my experience." And I think that's where everybody is struggling a little bit right now. 

 

CL: You bring up a great point, Dr. Mitra that we talk about a lot and that is there are some terrific 

lessons to be learned from other industries that apply very successfully in healthcare delivery that 

might not be intuitive to people who have had long-time careers in healthcare and extensive clinical 

backgrounds. But you brought up a great example there, and I'm curious if there are any other of 

those types of examples of applying the kinds of tools and processes that other industries use, and 

how that could work in healthcare?  

 

MM: I had a very interesting experience, recently. I was buying a mattress. And the last time I 

bought a mattress was about nine years ago, eight years ago, something like that. And I remember 

wanting to pull my hair out at the time. And I prepared myself for that experience and, in fact, I've 

been having that experience again. And then I found this website and, of course, it was provided to 

me by Google. So, certainly the Google ad searcher found me and blasted me, but they had amazing 

reviews, absolutely amazing reviews, customer service, the works. And I went to their website and I 

read what they wrote, and I said, "You know, we just don't believe buying a mattress has to be this 

difficult. We don't think you need 500 choices. We think you need these three choices and this will 

pretty much cover almost everybody. We don't think it needs to have the 300% markup that goes 

through the process of adding in five different layers of providers, and suppliers, and distributors, 

and marketers, and the final showroom. We don't think you need to have a pushy marketing scheme 

at that moment. We believe that you can be educated, it can be direct to consumer. It can be great 

return policies or reasonable price when you compare to average of what you're getting for this 
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quality." 

 

MM: And I remember... I thought, reading this thing, I'm like, "Man, this sounds good." And then I 

read the customer reviews and it was the same kind of thing. "We weren't sure. We were worried. 

We called them. We had a problem, they fixed it. They went overboard to try to fix it." They really 

felt like somebody cared about them. They felt that they were competent at what they did, and that 

the final product that they got was really excellent. Now, there's a huge danger to using all of these 

systems, analytics, and tools on healthcare. And this has been... The aviation industry, the auto 

industry, using Toyota, and lean principles. There's a lot that can be learned and a lot of those tools 

can be applied, but it's important to use a bit of judgment, and perhaps, not apply them in a blanket 

fashion. And really acknowledge how there are differences in the different industries, how the 

fundamentals of what you're doing. Building a car has a lot of commonality with taking care of 

people, but it is not the same. And it's important to take these similarities for what they are and 

utilize the tools, but to not overdo it and to keep your sense of perspective, and be able to shift as 

you need to. 

 

CL: I think that's great advice. And I think, always, application process has to understand and focus 

foremost on the patient who's at the center of the experience. So, I think that's great direction. So, 

shifting gears a little bit to your perspective on the role or the changing role that physician leaders 

can play in improving care delivery, and patient flow and the patient experience. 

 

MM: The system is so big at this point that everybody is coming with different perspectives. 

Certainly, patients have a certain perspective. The hospital administration, insurers, policymakers, 

everybody has a perspective. And I certainly think doctors, nurses, and people that are on the 

ground and dealing with the issues every day have a particular perspective. And when a physician 

becomes a patient, and I've had this wonderful experience, it really gives you a whole other level of 

experience because you see what it is to be just dealing with all of the parts of the system, or 

picking up a medication. And you start to appreciate more and more pieces of the system and the 

challenges that go into it. I think the key for leaders in healthcare is, number one, to be able to see 

from these different perspectives. But the absolute key, at this point, is to use their wisdom and their 

empathy to put some context on data, on metrics, on technology, on financial goals. 

 

MM: There's so many different measures, and so many different policies, and so many different 

rules and regulations that are coming at all times, there has to be an ability to discern both the soft 

and the hard measures. And it's a surprisingly challenging line to walk. And I think it's very much... 

One of the best leaders I'd seen said something, and I thought they said it really well which was, it 

was very much about reaching the final goals and not about getting individual grades. And so using 

that teaching analogy, we wanna make sure that they learn the subject, not just get an A in the 

course. Similarly for us. 

 

CL: Very apt analogy there. Would you say that sufficient leaders in hospitals are becoming more 

and more responsible than ever for the operational role of insuring the progression of quality patient 

care?  

 

MM: I think there's a lot of different models in medicine. There was a time when it was all 

individual physicians and they could just really practice, and have their primary focus. And I do 

think that that still exists. And I have many colleagues who have that world, although it is certainly 

becoming more difficult to have that. In a hospital setting, I think you can take one of two roles. 
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You can continue to be an individual performer. Certainly, you're gonna be working with others, but 

you're not really focusing on making the system better, per se. But if it's your inclination and your 

interest, I think absolutely, the role for leaders of every caliber, but certainly physician leaders, it's 

becoming more and more important because... Looping back to that last point we were discussing, 

there are so many hard measures: The data, the metrics, the technology, the financial goals. 

 

MM: You can get really lost in that. And trying to keep perspective, trying to remember there's a 

human being involved in this process. And there's multiple human beings. This is not Toyota. You 

can't run the factory line, which is the doctors, and the nurses, and the staff, you can't run everybody 

to 90% efficiency. The system breaks. And so it's very much about, how do you take care of patients 

and how do you take care of everybody in the system? Because at the end of the day, it really does 

tie together how satisfied everybody is, how that translates into the care that people get. 

 

CL: Yeah, very interesting. I know it's something that I see more and more people talking about, 

and how the roles of the doctors, particularly in the hospital setting, has been changing and 

expanding, in terms of their responsibility for owning the patient flow and patient progression. Let's 

talk about one other system, I know that I've heard you speak of, and that's changing system related 

to the interaction among physician groups, payers and hospitals. So, how is that system changing 

and what's the overall impact on patient care in your mind?  

 

MM: That's a great question. There are some systems that have all of these different components 

under one roof. For example Kaiser Permanente is one of them. And there are things that you can 

you when everything is under one roof. So, for example, I hate to use the word "Efficiency" because 

that makes it sound, again, like you're dealing with some sort of a factory line. But really, what 

you're doing is the flow of information, the flow of the processes becomes a lot smoother. I have 

seen patients, for example, in a Kaiser organization that are coming from one of the other local big 

area academic centers. And I'm surprised, I say, "Why are you here? Why aren't you just going to 

your big academic center?" And the answer has been, "It's so much easier here. I can come in. I can 

see the three doctors. See one, get referred to another. See them on the same day. Get a CAT scan. 

Get my results by the end of the day, and get my labs. Everything happens under one roof." 

 

MM: And you're able navigate some of the cost issues by having some broader decision trees and 

processes in place. Now, the majority of the country does not work under that. So the question 

really becomes, "How do we create some of those streamlined processes without having that type of 

a parent organization?" And some of the organizations like the VA, for example, tries to do that but 

they've certainly run into some challenges. And part of the challenge is a provider staffing issue. 

And now, if we get into Macro, which is the new Medicare reauthorization plan that's come 

through, they're really trying manage value-based payments. And to create that type of a 

comprehensive and a very continuous model, there are some real challenges around that. How do 

you account for who owns the patient, for example. 

 

MM: If you're going to assess people and potentially ward people based on your performance 

outcomes, how do you really get a good sense of what those outcomes are? Who do you attribute 

that to? Are you looking at people? Are you comparing apples to apples or are you really looking at 

apples to oranges and not fully accounting for that? So there are some real challenges when you 

don't have everything under one roof. And I think that's a lot of what we're gonna be trying to work 

through in the healthcare system going forward to figure out, how do we give good care but not 

make it so that it breaks the US economy? Because we can't all keep paying for what we have, 
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currently. 

 

CL: Certainly. That is some terrific perspective, we really appreciate you sharing. We have a 

segment at the end here. We love to dig in a little bit, get to know the personalities that we're 

interviewing on the show. So if you're up for it, I've got just a few fun questions here. I'd love run 

through real quickly with you. 

 

MM: Go for it. 

 

CL: Terrific. So, when you were 10 years old, what did you want to be when you grew up?  

 

MM: I think I mostly wanted to be... Yeah, you know what, mom got me early. I think I always 

knew I was gonna be a doctor, even if I dabbled in my brain with some other stuff in the beginning. 

 

CL: Yeah. I know you've mentioned before that you almost veered into literature though, that there 

was... 

 

MM: Yes. That's very true. That's very true. My father is a poet at heart and he was a huge, huge 

influence on me. So that was absolutely a decision point I came to. And so now, I read on the side. 

[chuckle] 

 

CL: Who's your favorite actor or actress of all time?  

 

MM: Yeah, that's an easy one. Gregory Peck. I used to love all the old-school stuff and the sincere, 

honest stalwart kind of guy. That was always a thing, Jimmy Stewart, Gregory Peck that group, but 

Greg Peck for sure. 

 

CL: Gregory Peck is an excellent call on that one, yes. So, are you a dog person or a cat person?  

 

MM: I love them both. I live in places that are surrounded by them, but I just... It would be unfair 

of me with my schedule to get a dog or a cat. A cat maybe, but a dog, I would never be able to take 

of them in the way they should be. So someday, maybe. 

 

CL: Yes, definitely. Especially, if you get a puppy. That investment in training and caring for a dog, 

especially early on, it's more time and effort than a lot of people realize when they get into it for 

sure. 

 

MM: Oh my God. I can't even imagine. Right. 

 

CL: All right. What was the first car you've ever drove?  

 

MM: Actually, I grew up in england. And so we had some little Fiat thing when we lived there, but 

then when we came to the States, I think we had an old-school like a 1970 two-door Chevy Nova. I 

mean, we're talking old school now. 

 

CL: That's a classic, though. That's a good first... 

 

MM: Yeah. An oldie but a goodie, right. 
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CL: And one more real quick. Which is a better vacation in your mind the beach or the mountain?  

 

MM: You know, when I was right out of college, I spent a summer in France and I lived in the 

hostels. And I spent a ton of time in Chamonix, which is the French Alps, and I learned how to hang 

glide there. 

 

CL: Oh, wow. 

 

MM: And I had no idea about the mountains until I did that. I love the beach but it's awfully close 

call. That was a very impactful experience for me. 

 

CL: All right. Well, listen, I wanna thank you personally again, Dr. Mitra, for joining us on the Who 

Cares podcast today. Just fascinating stuff, very engaging and really love to get your different 

perspective based on your engineering background and the diversity of your background, and get 

some ideas on how those things are gonna impact, and hopefully, improve delivery of care, and 

hopefully, the cost of delivering care in the years moving forward. 

 

MM: Thank you so much for your time, Doug, I really appreciate it. 

 

CL: Thank you. If you wanna reach Dr. Mitra, you can reach her at m_mitra M-I-T-R-A 

@yahoo.com or you can send us an email at info@whocareshospitaltalk.com. Also, if you're 

interested in being a guest on our show, please send us an email to our email address at 

info@whocareshospital.com and tell us why you care. Thanks to our sponsor Care Logistics. And to 

learn about them, please visit carelogistics.com. Thank you all. 


